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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. Celebration is something that is extremely important in all cultures and really in all
kingdoms. Celebration that Winter has arrived or celebration of a holiday and then because we are
in a rather strenuous time period until the end of December, really about December 28, but I think
it will roll on a few more days past that before it clears up.
I’m going to say that this is a very good time to do even simple celebration. Say a prayer over your
meal, you celebrate the meal. Or celebrate the fresh air you’re breathing. Or the clean water you’re
drinking. Celebrate maybe your animal companion.

Offer as much celebration and gratitude as you possibly can during this time period.
We are also going to work here with a golden white color or gold color coming in through the crown
chakra. You want to allow that energy to come in, flowing through the body quite nicely there and
you want to add a little bit of the red color which is a Divine Will. It is saying “Thy Will Be Done.”
And then you can celebrate Creation as well.
So work with a kind of red gold color moving through the body, energizing the body, lighting up the
body and then also celebrating everything you possibly can. Even celebrate that favorite pair of
socks, or whatever it is, and offer words of appreciation to others as often as possible.
As always, thank you and my love to you,
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
www.TerriNewlon.com
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